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Is the proposal research expenditure the best use of the available funds? Business research: Types and
methodologies Business research is a part of business intelligence process. A website intercept survey is an
online survey that allows you to target visitors to understand their intent and collect feedback to evaluate the
customers online experience. Risks and uncertainties can be minimized by conducting business research in
advance. A case study research is conducted to find out what were the challenges faced during the project,
what was the scope of their work, what objective was to be achieved and what solutions were given to tackle
the challenges. Some of the popular ones are Pop-ups or also called Modal boxes and on-page surveys.
Business research can enable a company to make wise decisions as to where to spend and how much.
Nowadays, most of the major corporations use this method to gather data and use it to understand the market
and make appropriate business decisions. Qualitative research involves obtaining data through open ended
conversational means of communication. In such a research, manipulation is not done; however changes are
observed on the variables or groups under the influence of same changes. Using mathematical analysis
methods, correlational research enables the researcher to correlate two or more variables. It is usually a small
set of group which is selected keeping in mind, the parameters for their target market audience to discuss a
particular product or service. For example: An interview was conducted by a telecom manufacturer, with a
group of women to understand why do they have less number of female customers. Using these inferences are
made to point out the benefits that the customer enjoyed for choosing their specific firm. Collecting feedback
is critical to any business as without understanding a customer, no business can be successful. For example: A
mobile company wants to launch a new model in the market. Sometimes also known as quasi experimental
research, it involves establishing an independent variable and analyzing the effects on the dependent variable.
Such a research is used quite rarely, as it is time consuming and can be expensive as well. Advantages of
Business research Business research helps identify opportunities and threats. In simple words, it can be stated
as acquisition of information or knowledge for professional or commercial purpose to determine opportunities
and goals for a business.


